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This paper extends the work of Herman (1971) to show that all discrete input 
sequential machines (whether finite or infinite state) are linearly simulatable over 
fields of infinite characteristic. Since this permits the computation of nonrecursive 
functions, it is concluded that allowing nonlinear output decoding with infinite state 
linear machines leads to a triviality (as opposed to the case of finite state linear machines 
where it does not). 
INTRODUCTION 
Herman (1971) shows that every finite sequential machine is linearly realizable. 
However to obtain this result one must use infinite state linear machines (lsm) since, 
as is shown by Herman (1971) and Meyer and Zeigler (1971), finite linear machines 
are not universal even allowing nonlinear decoding, state splitting and computation 
slow down (and rings rather fields as basic modules). The point of this note is to 
remark that the infinite lsm's employed by Herman are also capable of realizing 
(using nonlinear decoding) any machine with a finite input set, whether it has a 
finite number of states or not. Concomitant with this result is the fact that these 
lsm's can compute nonrecursive functions. Accepting Church's thesis (that all 
algorithmic processes are formalizable as partial recursive functions or equivalently 
as Turing computable functions) we must reject these lsm's as realistic computing 
devices. 
I shall also show that the above limitation to finite input sets can be removed 
if arbitrary computational slow down is allowed. 
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DEFINITIONS OF CONCEPTS 
In this paper, a sequential machine (discrete time system) is a structure M = 
(1, Q, Z, 5, ;~) where I (inputs), Q (states), and Z (outputs) are sets of cardinality 
no greater than the real numbers, 3:Q • 1--+Q is the transition function and 
A: Q • I ~ Y is the output function. M will be called finite input (discrete input) 
if I is finite (countably infinite). Without loss in generality we take A to map 
onto Z. 
A consistent presentation of the various notions of realizations was given by Meyer 
and Zeigler (1971). I shall use the terminology of their paper here. For the reader's 
convenience the requisite material is included in the appendix. 
There is an intimate connection brought out first by Krohn and Rhodes (1963) 
between machines and sequential functions, i.e., onto functions of the form f: I + --+ Z. 
f will be called finite input (discrete input) if I is finite (countably infinite). 
A function f: I + --~ Z is said to be realizable by a machine M = (/ ,  Q, Z, 5, 2t) 
if there is a state q e Q such that flq = f. 
There are always two canonical machines which realize a given f. The first, called 
the monoid machine MI*, is defined by MI* = (1, I*, Z, 3", Af*) where 3*(x, a) = xa 
and A1*(x, a) = f(xa) for all x E 1" and a e L In this case/3 A = f. 
The second machine, usually referred to as the canonical machine Mr,  is defined by 
M I = (1, I*/=-I, Z, 3f, Af) where ~f  is the Nerode equivalence, 1 31([x]f, a) = [xa]1 
and 2t1([x]f , a) = f(xa) for all x e I* and a ~ I. Here fltAb = f. Mj is the smallest 
machine which realizes f and characterizes the state space required in its realization. 
On the other hand, the techniques used by Herman enable the nonalgorithmic monoid 
machines to be linearly realized over infinite characteristic fields. 
We say that M realizing f is connected if there is q ~ Q such that flq = f and 
g(q, I*) = Q. 
THEOREM 1. For any machine M which realizes f and is connected, 311" homomor- 
phically realizes M which in turn homomorphically realizes M s . 
Proof. The ~h and ~3 maps are identities. In the first case, take ~Tz(x) = g(q, x) 
for all x e l * ;  in the second case, take r~3(g(q, x)) = [x]1 for all x e I * ,  verifying that 
these triples work is straightforward. 
If a machine M has a state q ~ Q such that g(q, 1") = Q then clearly M realizing 
fl~ is connected. Thus Theorem 1 applies to all such connected machines. If M has 
no such starting state, the behavior is not characterized by a single function but 
by the set BM = {fi~ [ q ~ Q}. 
1 x ~I Y (=)  (Vz e l+)(f (xz) = f(yz)). 
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REALIZATION OVER INFINITE CHARACTERISTIC FIELDS 
The following is the basic result. 
THF.OREM 2. Let f: I + -+ Z be a finite input sequential function. Then MI* is linearly 
homomorphically realizable over a field of infinite characteristic. 
Proof. Let I = {1, 2,..., m -- 1}. Let M '  = (F ,F ,F ,  8, A> where F is a field of 
infinite characteristic. We may assume that the natural numbers N = {0, 1, 2,..} are 
embedded in F so that M is a well-defined lsm with 8(s, t) = ?,(s, t) = ms + t for 
all s, t e F .  
We show that M '  homomorphically realizes Mj + under (71,72, %)- Here 71: I --~ F 
is the identity encoding. Consider the coding of strings in I + as m-ary numbers given by 
c(ala  "'" a . )  = 
i=l 
for each ala 2 ... an e I +. Then the state decoder 72: F '  ~ I* where F '  = c(I +) k9 {0} 
is given by %(c(x)) = x for x e l  + and 72(0) = A; 72 is well defined since c is one-one 
(note a i is never 0). 
The (nonlinear) output decoder 7a: c(I+) --+ Z is given by %(c(x)) = f(x) for all 
x e l  +. 
Now for x e I*, a e I 
Similarly, 
72(8(c(x), 71(a))) ~- 72(mc(x) -~ a) 
= 7 (c(xa)) 
= xa 
= 3*(x, a) 
= 8"(72(c(x)) , a). 
~3(~(C(X), 71(a))) = 7a(C(xa)) 
= f (xa)  
= a**(x, a) 
= ,~f*(%(c(x)), a). 
From Theorem 1 and transitivity of realization we have 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3. Given a finite input sequential function f, any connected machine 
which realizes f is linearly homomorphically realizable over a field of infinite characteristic. 
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From the remarks following Theorem 1, we have 
COROLLARY 4. Any finite input connected machine is linearly homomorphically 
realizable over a field of infinite characteristic. 
The restriction to connected machines in Corollary 4 can be removed as follows. 
Let M be a finite input machine and BM its behavior. Each flq ~ B M is realized by the 
connected submachine Mq = (I,  ~(q, I*), Z, 3 ] 3(q, I*), h [ 3(q, I*)) .  
Thus, Corollary 4 applies to each Mq and moreover we can see from the proof 
of Theorem 2, each Mq can be realized by the same lsm M'  such that only the decoding 
map 7/3 is different for different M~'s. Thus let M homomorphically realize M~ under 
(7/a , 7/~, 7/q) where 71a(c(x)) = fiq(x). Let M'  • M~a be a parallel composition of M '  
and the lsm M~a = (F ,F ,F ,  3~a, A~a) where 3ia(s, t) = A(s, t) ---- s for all s, t ~F. 
Mia will be used to associate the proper decoding map ~/a with an initial state q ~ Q. 
Thus M'  • Mia is a lsm (the parallel composition of lsm's is an lsm) which realizes 
M under the triple (al ,  as,  a3) where al is the identity, as(q) = (0, g(q)) for all 
q E Q where g is a one-one mapping of Q into F (by assumption, Q has smaller eardi- 
nality than F) and aa(c(x), g(q)) -= ~lq(c(x)). The verification that this works is left 
to the reader. Thus we have 
THEOREM 3. Any finite input machine is linearly realizable over a field of infinite 
characteristic. 
SIMULATION OVER INFINITE CHARACTERISTIC FIELDS 
Given functions fi: I ,  + --+ Z i ,  i = 1, 2 we say that f l  simulates f2 if there is a homo- 
morphisms Ox: I2 + ~ I1 + and a map as: Z 1 -+ Z s such that f~ = cr 8 o f  1 o ~1. f l  real 
time computes f~ if, in the above, ax(Is) _C I 1 . 
A machine M simulates (real time computes) a function f if there is a state q E Q 
such that/3q simulates (real time computes) f.
f is linearly simulatable (real time computable) over a field F if there is an lsm over 
F which simulates (real time computes) F. 
From Theorem 2, the definition of realizes and the fact that flA = f, we have 
COROLLARY 5. Any finite input sequential function is linearly real time computable 
over a fieM of infinite characteristic. 
We now proceed to loosen the restriction on finite input. 
Let f:  I + --+ Z be a function where I is countably infinite. Then there is a function 
g: (0, 1} + -+ Z which simulates f. g is defined as follows: 
Since I is countable we may assume I = N, the natural numbers. Define 
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or1: N + --+ (0, 1} + by ol(aaaz "" an) = 01al01 a~ "'" 01 a" for all ala2.., a n E N +. Clearly 
~a is a homomorphism. 
Now define g on Ul(N +) by g(~(x)) = f(x) (this works since ex is one-one), g may 
be set arbitrarily to a constant on {0, 1} + ~ al(I+). Now it is easy to see that g 
simulates f. Since by the Corollary 5, g is real time computable (hence simulatable) 
by an lsm we have by transitivity of simulation that f is simulatable by this lsm. 
Thus we have 
THEOREM 6. Any discrete input sequential function is linearly simulatable over a 
field of infinite characteristic. 
By the same reasoning that led up to Theorem 3 we have 
COROLLARY 7. Any discrete input machine is linearly simulatable over a field of 
infinite characteristic. 
DiscussioN 
Let f:  N --+ N be any function, whether ecursive or not. For example, letf(n) = 1 
if Turing machine n halts on a blank tape and 0 otherwise. Let f ' :  {1} + --* N cor- 
respond to f in the sense that f ' (1 n+x) ----f(n) for all n E N. 
Let us say that f  is linearly computable over a field F i f f '  is linearly real time com- 
putable over F. From Corollary 5, we have that every function f" N --~ N is linearly 
computable over a field of infinite characteristic. Thus in this sense, infinite charac- 
teristic lsm's are more powerful than Turing machines. 
Some insight can be gained by noting that f '  is real time computable by the lsm 
M ~ (F, F, F, 3, A) where F is of infinite characteristic and 3(q, a) = h(q, a) = q + a 
for all q, a ~F  (exercise for the reader). 
Note that in essense this infinite linear machine can realize the successor function 
(q' = q + 1), i.e., it can count without bound. All the work of computing the function 
is incorporated in the nonlinear (and potentially nonrecursive) decoding map. In 
contrast, finite linear machines cannot count without bound and their capabilities 
are limited even when nonlinear decoding is allowed. Note also that the triviality 
of realization by linear machines with infinite characteristic is not relieved if one 
restricts the permissible decoding maps to computable functions. For then it is 
still true that all recursive functions can be linearly computed. To see this, let 
f :  N m --+ N be recursive. Let f ' :  ({~1, a2 ,..-, am} W {I}) + ---> N be defined by 
f'(lnl+Xelln~+l~2 "'"eml n"+l) = f (n l ,  n2 ,..., nr~) for all (nl, n z ,..., nm) ~ X m and 
otherwise f '  is a constant. Then f '  is real time computable by the lsm of Theorem 2 
in which the decoding map is Turing computable. 
57I/7]2"4 
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It is when the decoding must be one-one that true nontriviality is achieved (as 
shown by Meyer and Zeigler). Nontriviality is also obtained if state splitting is 
restricted to be finite, i.e., only finite state submachines of an (infinite state) lsm 
are allowed to be used (Herman). 
APPENDIX 
I f  M = (/, Q, z ,  ~, A) is a (Mealy) sequential machine and g and ~ denote the natural 
extensions of 3 and h to Q • I* and Q • I +, the state behavior of M in q (q 6 Q) is 
the function %:I*- -~ Q where %(x) ----g(q, x), for all x 61" and the (input-output) 
behavior of M in q is the function fiq: I + -~ Z, where fiq(x) = ~(q, x), for all x ~ I  +. 
Accordingly, for all q 6 Q, behavior is related to state behavior by fl~(xa) = h(~q(x), a), 
for all x E I*, a 6 L The most general notion of simulation considered here requires 
only that behavior (and not necessarily state behavior) be imitated by the simulating 
machine and permits arbitrary slow-down in the process of simulation. More precisely, 
if M = (/, Q, z ,  3, A) and M'  ---- (I', Q', Z', 3', h'), then 
DEFINITION 1. M'  simulates M if there is a triple of functions (a 1 , a 2 , a3) where 
al: I+-+ (I') + is a semigroup homomorphism, as: Q ~ Q', aa: Z" -+ Z, where Z" C Z', 
such that, for all q ~ Q and all x e l  +, fl~(x) = a3(/3"2~q)(al(x))).* 
We then reserve the term "realizes" for the special case where M '  simulates M 
in "real time," that is, 
DEI~ImTION 2. M'  realizes M if M simulates M'  under some triple of functions 
(al,  as, a3) such that al(I ) C I'. 
The restriction ax(I ) _C I '  is equivalent o requiring that Ig(x) = lg(al(X)) , for all 
x 61 + [lg(x) is the length of x], whence the interpretation as simulation in real time. 
This strictly behavioral definition is equivalent o the more structurally oriented 
definition of Hartmanis and Stearns in terms of an "assignment" of M into M'.  
We also wish to consider "homomorphic" simulations wherein state behavior 
is simulated as well as input-output behavior, that is, 
DEFImTION 4. M'  homomorphically simulates M if there is a triple of functions 
(~1, ~/2, ~/3) where 7h: I --~ (I') +, ~:  Q" --~ Q (onto) where Q" c_ Q,, ~: z"  --+ z where 
Z" C Z', such that, for all q E Q" and a 6 I, 
r/2(3 (q, rh(a))), and (i) a,~(q)(a) = 3(~2(q), a) = " 
(ii) fl,,(q)(a) : ~3(flq'(r/i(a))). 3 
Note that this condition implies {~'2~q)(al(x)) [q ~ Q, x ~ I+} _c Z". 
9 - t tp C # 3 Note that (i) lmphes {aq (,l~(a)) I q s O, a s I} _ Q and (ii) implies {~q'(~h(a)) I q ~ Q", 
asI} c_Z". 
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Again, we reserve the term "realizes" for real time simulation, that is, 
DEFINITION 5. M' homomorphically realizes 3I if M '  homomorphically simulates 
M under some triple of functions (~1, ~2, ~3) such that ~1(I) _C I ' .  
It follows from the above definitions that if M' homomorphically simulates (realizes) 
M then M'  simulates (realizes) M. Moreover, the homomorphic requirement is indeed 
a proper restriction, as evidenced by the following facts. Given any machine M 
and its reduced version M R , M and M R mutually realize one another. On the other 
hand, although M homomorphically realizes MR, M R need not homomorphically 
realize M (unless M is also a reduced machine). The connection between simulations 
(realizations) and their homomorphic restrictions can be precisely stated as follows: 
If M and M'  are sequential machines and MR is a reduced machine equivalent 
to M then M'  simulates (realizes) M if and only if M '  homomorphically simulates 
(realizes) MR. 
Let R be a ring (with a unit) and, if m is a nonnegative integer, let R m denote 
the free R-module on m generators (R o = {0}, where 0 is the additive unit of R). 
Then 
DEFINITION 6. A sequential machine M = (L Q, z,  3, 2,) is a linear sequential 
machine (lsm) over R if there exist nonnegative integers k, n and l such that I = R k, 
Q = R '~, Z = R t and there exist module homomorphism (linear transformations) 
A: R" --+ R ~, B: R k -+ R '~, C: R '~ --~ R ~ and D: R k --+ R ~ such that, for all q e R ~ 
and a ~ R k, 3(q, a) = Aq + Ba, and h(q, a) = Cq + Da. 
DEFINITION 7. A sequential machine M is linearly simulatable (realizable, homo- 
morphically simulatable, homomorphically realizable) over R if there is a linear machine 
M' over R such that M' simulates (realizes, homomorphically simulates, homomor- 
phically realizes) M. 
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